
Math 374, Dynamial Systems, Fall 2005Computer Projet #3Feigenbaum's ConstantDUE DATE: Monday, Nov. 21st, Start of ClassThe goal of the projet is to ompute a very famous onstant disovered by physiist MithellFeigenbaum in 1975 while working at Los Alamos National Laboratory. Although Feigenbaum re-eived his dotorate from the Massahusetts Institute of Tehnology in elementary partile physis,he was also fairly gifted in mathematis. After hearing a leture by Field's medalist Stephen Smaleon period-doubling, Feigenbaum deided to investigate the rate at whih the Logisti Map under-goes a sequene of period-doubling bifurations en route to haos. Partly inspired by ideas fromphysis involving Renormalization Theory, Feigenbaum, using a simple HP-65 hand-held alulator,disovered an amazing fat about systems whih undergo a series of period-doubling bifurations{ they all do so at the same rate. This speial rate is now known as Feigenbaum's onstant.Apparently, after prediting his speial onstant was universal in dynamial systems, he alled hisparents and told his mother he was going to be famous [2℄.Your aim in this projet is to ompute as many deimal plaes of Feigenbaum's onstant aspossible. Fortunately, you get to use a omputer (ie. Maple) as you go through the same steps thatFeigenbaum undertook himself. You will approximate Feigenbaum's onstant for three families ofdynamial systems, the Quadrati Family Q(x) = x2 + , the Logisti Map F�(x) = �x(1� x) andthe Sine Family Sb(x) = b sinx. Whihever lab group omputes the most deimal plaes wins aprize. Note: You must atually ompute the onstant. No redit will be given for simply lookingthe value up on the web or in a table.It is required that you work in a group of two or three people. Any help you reeive froma soure other than your lab partner(s) should be aknowledged in your report. For example,a textbook, web site, another student, et. should all be appropriately referened at the end ofyour report. The projet should be typed although you do not have to typeset your mathematialnotation. For example, you an leave spae for a graph, omputations, tables, et. and then writeit in by hand later. You an also inlude graphs or omputations in an appendix at the end of yourreport. Your presentation is important and I should be able to learly read and understand whatyou are saying. Only one projet per group need be submitted.De�ning Feigenbaum's ConstantSuppose that f is a family of di�erentiable dynamial systems whih undergoes a series ofperiod-doubling bifurations. This means that as  is varied ontinuously, f has an attratingperiodi point beginning with period 1, then period 2, followed by period 4; 8; 16; 32; : : :. This isthe start of a typial orbit diagram for most of the dynamial systems we have been studying.Let x0 be a ritial point for f. De�ne a sequene of parameter values n by setting n equalto the parameter value where x0 is on a periodi orbit of prime period 2n. These are values where
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the orbit is super-attrating sine (f 2nn )0(x0) = 0. Spei�ally,0 = -value with x0 on a period 20 = 1 orbit.1 = -value with x0 on a period 21 = 2 orbit.2 = -value with x0 on a period 22 = 4 orbit.3 = -value with x0 on a period 23 = 8 orbit, et.Note that there may be more than one possible value of n for a given n. However, we are onlyinterested in �nding the values whih our in the initial series of period-doubling bifurations.(Other parameter values may be possible further along in the bifuration diagram, but we shallignore these values.)It is not the partiular values of n whih onern us, but the ratio of the di�erene betweensuessive values whih is interesting. This is a measure of how fast the period-doubling bifurationsour. Spei�ally, Feigenbaum's onstant is de�ned to beK = limn!1kn where kn = n+1 � nn+2 � n+1Remarkably, this onstant is the same for any dynamial system whih undergoes a asade ofperiod-doubling bifurations! This was rigorously proven by Collet, Ekmann and Lanford usingrenormalization group analysis [1℄. In a ertain sense, this speial onstant is \universal."Lab ExerisesThe goal is to approximate the value of K by omputing as many values of the sequene knas possible. Obviously this beomes hallenging sine the period grows exponentially in n. Forexample, to �nd 10 requires �nding the -value for whih f has a super-attrating period 1024orbit. This is not easy and will require some patiene as well as some basi programming in Maple.For eah of the systems, Q(x) = x2+ , F�(x) = �x(1�x) and Sb(x) = b sin x, do the following:1. Compute (at least) the �rst seven parameter values 0; 1; : : : 6. These should be found to ahigh degree of auray (at least the �rst 7 deimal plaes.) List these values in a table.2. Compute (at least) the �rst �ve values k0; k1; k2; k3; k4. If you have omputed the n-valuesorretly and aurately, you should notie some onvergene in your sequene. List thesevalues in a table.3. Estimate Feigenbaum's onstant K. (The more values of n and onsequently kn you are ableto ompute, the better your estimate will be.)Of the three dynamial systems, Q; F� and Sb, whih has a sequene kn whih seems to beonverging the fastest to Feigenbaum's onstant?Some Hints: First, notie that two of the maps you are investigating are onjugate. This shouldhelp signi�antly with the omputations for one family (be sure to explain your reasoning thoroughlyhere.)Seond, you should write a while loop in Maple to �nd the values of n to a high degree ofauray. Reall that to obtain 20 deimal plaes of auray, type Digits := 20 . The suggestednumerial algorithm to use is alled the Bisetion Method. This relies on some ommon math-ematial sense and the Intermediate Value Theorem. To begin, use the Orbit Diagram java applet2



available from the Dynamial Systems and Tehnology Projet website at Boston University to �nda range for the partiular -value in question. This allows you to �nd an upper bound u and lowerbound l for the pertinent -value, l <  < u.The algorithm proeeds as follows: First hek whether the nth iterate of the ritial point x0omes bak below or above itself for your bounds. For example, suppose that fnu(x0) < x0 butfnl(x0) > x0. Set  = (l + u)=2 and ompute fn (x0). There are two possible ases. Suppose thatfn (x0) < x0, then the true value of n must be between l and . The next hoie of , all it ̂,should be ̂ = (+ l)=2. Keep l the same, but hange the value of u to . You have now zoomedin on the true value by utting the target range in half (hene the \bisetion method".) The oldrange was [l; u℄ and the new one has half that size [l; ℄.Now ompute f n̂ (x0) and proeed as before, hopping your target range in half by determiningwhether the true value is in [l; ̂℄ or [̂; ℄. Adjust your bounds aordingly, take the average of yournew bounds and ompute the n-th iterate of the ritial point again. The nie thing about thisalgorithm is that it is easy to obtain error estimates for the true value of n. We an iterate thisalgorithm as many times as needed to obtain the largest degree of auray required. Be sure tohoose your initial bounds arefully (and lose together) otherwise you may re-disover a parametervalue already on your list.The above algorithm an be implemented as a while loop in Maple. You will need to inserta for loop inside the while loop to ompute the iteration (see Lab 1). Reall that to skip to thenext line in Maple without exeuting the ommand use the shift and return keys together. Youwill also need to insert an if then statement to distinguish between the two possible ases of beingabove or below the ritial point. The syntax for these ommands is fairly straight-forward. Forexample, your while loop might look likewhile flag = 0 do. . . ommands in here . . .end do;You an exit the loop by setting flag := 0 after you have exeuted the bisetion algorithm suÆ-iently long. The syntax for an if-then statement looks something likeif (x0 < 0) then... ommands in here ...else... ommands in here ...end if;For more information on these ommands, you an type ?while or ?if . Important: Please turnin a print out of the while loop you use in Maple to ompute the speial parameter values n.Referenes[1℄ P. Collet, J.-P. Ekmann and O. E. Lanford. Universal properties of maps on an interval.Comm. Math. Phys. 76, no. 3, 211-254, 1980.[2℄ J. Gleik. Chaos: Making a New Siene, Penguin Books, New York, NY, 1987.3


